Given a simple rectilinear polygon P with k sides and n terminals on its boundary, we present an O(k 3 n)-time algorithm to compute the minimal rectilinear Steiner tree lying inside P interconnecting the terminals. We obtain our result by proving structural properties of a selective set of minimal Steiner trees and exploiting them in a dynamic programming algorithm.
Introduction
We study the problem of computing a minimal Steiner tree interconnecting a set of terminals (points) lying on the boundary of a simple rectilinear polygon. The terminals can lie at polygon vertices or on polygon sides and not all polygon vertices have to be occupied by terminals. The minimal Steiner tree desired is required to lie inside the given polygon. The application of the problem in single-layer homotopic routing 8] in VLSI design is described in 7] .
If the solution is required to be a subgraph of a given underlying planar graph G, then the problem becomes the well-known Steiner tree problem for planar graphs. Note that the terminals lie on the exterior face of G. Let n be the number of terminals. Let m n be the number of vertices in G. For arbitrary planar graph G, Provan 10] In this paper, we present an O(k 3 n)-time algorithm for any simple rectilinear polygon. We assume that the sides of the input polygon are given in cyclic order and the terminals on each side are given in sorted order. The time complexity analysis assumes that k = O(n). Thus, our algorithm runs in linear time when the polygon has constant complexity. We derive our results by proving some structural properties for a selective set of canonical minimal Steiner trees, and developing a dynamic programming algorithm that exploits these properties. The structural properties proved in this paper are those in 11] (proved in the case of rectilinear convex polygons) extended to the case of simple rectilinear polygons. Our de nition of canonical Steiner trees is not the same as that in 11] . Although the skeleton of our proofs is similar to that in 11], there are substantial di erences and the new de nition of canonical Steiner trees allows us to simplify the proofs (e.g., our proofs do not consist of orientation dependent case analyses). Throughout this paper, we shall omit the word \rectilinear" for simplicity. Section 2 provides some de nitions regarding the input polygon and Steiner trees. Section 3 de nes a selective set of canonical minimal Steiner trees and prove some structural properties. Section 4 describes the preprocessing essential for the subsequent computation. One of the goals is to compute and store pointers so that we can jump from one vertex to another vertex in constant time. Section 5 provides the subproblem de nitions for our dynamic programming algorithm and gives an overview of the algorithm. Section 6 describes the solutions of the subproblems. In Section 7, we conclude with the time complexity analysis and discuss how to handle the case where k n.
Preliminaries and de nitions
Polygon and vertices. A simple rectilinear polygon is a polygon without holes and whose boundary consists of vertical and horizontal sides. Given a simple rectilinear polygon P, bd P denotes its boundary and int P denotes its interior. We call the vertices of P boundary vertices.
A boundary vertex is re ex if the interior angle at the vertex equals 3 2 . A boundary vertex is convex if the interior angle at the vertex equals 2 . We assume that the polygon sides are given in cyclic order around P and the terminals on each side are given in sorted order.
Given Grid graph. For each terminal and re ex boundary vertex on bd P, shoot vertical and horizontal rays into int P till they hit bd P. The arrangement formed by these intercepted rays and bd P is the grid graph. The vertices and edges of the grid graph are called grid vertices and grid edges. Each maximal collinear sequence of grid edges lying in int P is a grid line. Since a grid line is required to be in int P , a grid line may not be a maximal collinear sequence of grid edges in the grid graph.
Steiner tree. We say that a Steiner tree T lying inside P interconnects a set of grid vertices if these grid vertices form a subset of the vertices of T. W.l.o.g., we can assume that the two tree edges incident to any degree-2 tree vertex in int P are not collinear; otherwise, that tree vertex would be redundant. A maximal collinear sequence of tree edges in int P is called a line.
(Since a line is required to be in int P , a line may not be a maximal collinear sequence of tree edges in T.) A complete line is a line whose two endpoints are on bd P . A degree-2 tree vertex in int P is a corner-vertex. A line incident to a corner-vertex is a leg. A degree-3 or degree-4 tree vertex in int P is a T-vertex. A head is a line that contains two collinear tree edges which are incident to a T-vertex. Take a T-vertex v and a head h through v. A body is a maximal sequence of collinear tree edges in int P that can be visited when we start at v and walk away from v in a direction perpendicular to h. Let`be any collinear sequence of tree edges. We say that a tree edge is pinned to`at a tree vertex v if the tree edge is perpendicular to`and incident to v on`. If v is in the interior of`, then we can also say that the tree edge is pinned to the interior of`. A tree edge is pinned to the left/right of`if the tree edge is pinned to and lies on the left/right of`.
Structure and properties of Steiner trees
Let L be the set of grid lines incident to re ex boundary vertices. Let V be the union of the following three set of points:
1. The endpoints of grid lines in L. 2 . The set of grid vertices and terminals a neighboring to some endpoint u of a grid line in L, i.e., a; u] = fa; ug or u; a] = fa; ug.
3. The set of grid vertices and terminals b neighboring to some boundary vertex v, i.e., b; v] = fb; vg or v; b] = fb; vg.
A purple grid line is a grid line incident to a vertex in V . Each (convex or re ex) boundary vertex and each endpoint of a purple grid line is a purple vertex. There are O(k) purple vertices.
De ne the interior degree of a tree vertex to be the number of incident tree edges that lie in int P . De ne a non-alternating edge pair to be a pair of tree edges pinned to the same side of a line at two adjacent tree vertices in int P.
To restrict our search space, we select a subset of minimal Steiner trees interconnecting all terminals on bd P by the following criteria in the listed order of priority:
1. Boundary-length criteria: maximize the length of intersection of the tree and bd P .
2. Purple-degree criteria: maximize the sum of interior degrees of purple vertices. 3. Corner-number criteria: minimize the number of corner-vertices. 4. Terminal-degree criteria: maximize the sum of interior degrees of terminals. 5. Alternating criteria: minimize the number of non-alternating edge pairs.
We call the minimal Steiner trees selected canonical. In the following, we prove properties about canonical trees. Two main operations to be used are ipping corners and sweeping a collinear sequence of edges in the tree. Figure 1 shows the ipping of corners. Figure 2 shows the sweeping operation. To sweep a collinear sequence`of edges, both endpoints of`must have degree at least 2. During sweeping, the tree edges pinned to`(at vertices in the interior of or at the endpoints of`) will be lengthened or shortened accordingly. See Figure 2 (a) and (b) for two examples.
Lemma 1 There is no non-alternating edge pair.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that two tree edges e 1 and e 2 are pinned to the same side of a line`at adjacent tree vertices u and v in int P . W.l.o.g., suppose that`is horizontal, e 1 and e 2 are above`, and e 1 is to the left of e 2 . Let e 3 be the tree edge uv. Let`1 and`2 be the two lines containing e 1 and e 2 respectively. Let w i be the upper endpoint of`i, i = 1; 2. Let x i be the upper endpoint of e i , i = 1; 2. Four other tree edges au, bu, cv, and dv may possibly exist as shown by dotted lines in Figure 3(a) .
Claim. Suppose that w 1 is lower than w 2 . Then w 1 is a corner-vertex, w 1 is the upper endpoint of e 1 , the horizontal leg incident to w 1 lies on the left of e 1 , au and cv do not exist, bu and dv must exist, and x 2 is not a corner-vertex. Proof. No tree edge can be pinned to the right of`1 above e 3 . Otherwise, sweeping e 3 upward will make the tree overlap itself, a contradiction. Also, w 1 cannot lie on bd P ; otherwise, sweeping e 3 upward will make e 3 hit bd P and this contradicts the boundary-length criteria or the purple-degree criteria. Thus, w 1 must be a corner-vertex and the horizontal leg incident to w 1 lies on the left of e 1 . The edge au does not exist and no tree edge is pinned to the left of`1 at a vertex above u and below w 1 . Otherwise, ipping the corner at w 1 makes the tree overlap itself, a contradiction. Thus, w 1 is the upper endpoint of e 1 . Similar argument to prevent self-overlapping of the tree by corner ipping shows that bu must exist, and cv or dv must exist. If cv exists, then we can sweep e 3 upward to become incident to w 1 and v cannot become a corner-vertex. So the number of corner-vertices decreases which contradicts the corner-number criteria. Thus, dv exists instead of cv. The presence of e 3 and dv forbids x 2 to be a corner-vertex; otherwise, the corner at x 2 can be ipped to make the tree overlap itself. This proves the claim. W.l.o.g., assume that w 1 is lower than w 2 and we apply the claim to obtain the con guration in Figure 3 (b). We sweep e 3 upward to become incident to w 1 and so w 1 is no longer a cornervertex. Let now e 4 be the vertical edge incident to the new e 3 and v. Then we ip the corner at v which eliminates the vertical edge e 4 , but creates a new horizontal edge e 5 and a new vertical edge e 6 . (By the boundary-length criteria and purple-degree criteria, we can assume that the ipping does not cause new overlapping with bd P .) The vertex d cannot become a new corner-vertex unless d was a degree-2 tree vertex in int P with two collinear tree edges incident to it. But such a tree vertex can be assumed to be non-existent which implies that the number of corner-vertices is unchanged by the ipping. Let's count the number of non-alternating edge pairs. After ipping, e 1 and e 4 cease to be a non-alternating edge pair. If the new e 3 (resp. e 5 ) forms a non-alternating edge pair with an edge e above it, then e and the old e 3 (resp. dv) formed a non-alternating edge pair in the original tree. Thus, the new e 3 and e 5 do not increase the number of non-alternating edge pairs. It remains to analyze the e ect of e 6 .
If e 6 does not form a non-alternating edge pair with a vertical edge to the right of e 6 , then we have a net decrease in the number of non-alternating edge pairs, which contradicts the alternating criteria. Suppose that e 6 forms a non-alternating edge pair with an edge e 7 , see Figure 3 (c). The upper endpoint of the line containing e 7 cannot be lower than the upper endpoint of e 6 ; otherwise, the symmetric version of the claim would imply that the upper endpoint of e 6 is not a corner-vertex, a contradiction. Thus, we can apply the claim to e 6 and e 7 and produce the con guration Figure 3 (c) which is identical to Figure 3(b) . Hence, we can repeat the sweeping and ipping operations in Figure 3 (b) to Figure 3 (c) again. Since the given tree is nite, this sequence of operations must terminate, namely, when no new nonalternating edge pair is produced. Subsequently, there will be a net decrease in the number of non-alternating edge pairs, contradicting the alternating criteria.
Lemma 2 Each body is a single tree edge with an endpoint on bd P.
Proof. Let v be a T-vertex, let`be a body incident to v, and let h be the head containing v perpendicular to`. If the lemma is not true, then among the tree edges in int P pinned to`, pick the one closest to v. This edge and a tree edge, which lies on h and is incident to v, form a non-alternating edge pair, contradicting Lemma 1.
Lemma 3 Each leg has an endpoint on bd P .
Proof. Assume to the contrary that a leg`does not have an endpoint on bd P . By Lemma 2, a leg cannot be a body. Thus, the two endpoints of`are corner-vertices. W.l.o.g., let`be vertical and there are two possible con gurations as shown in Figure 4 (there is a symmetric case for each one). In Figure 4 (a), we sweep`to the right, while lengthening tree edges pinned to the left of`and shortening tree edges pinned to the right of`. By Lemma 1, there are more tree edges shortened than those lengthened and so the tree length is reduced, a contradiction. We also sweep`to the right in the case of Figure 4 (b). By Lemma 1, equal numbers of tree edges must be shortened and lengthened and so the tree length remains unchanged. The sweeping will eventually cause the interior of`to hit bd P , or an endpoint of`to lie on bd P, or an endpoint of`to become a T-vertex. In the rst case, the length of intersection of the tree and bd P increases which contradicts the boundary-length criteria. In the latter two cases, the number of corner-vertices decreases which contradicts the corner-number criteria.
Lemma 4 Each leg or head is incident to a purple vertex.
Proof. Let`be a leg of a corner C without any Steiner vertex in the interior of`. By Lemma 3,`has an endpoint v on bd P . Vertex v must be a re ex boundary vertex which is purple; otherwise, the corner C can be ipped to overlap with the polygon side containing v,
contradicting the boundary-length criteria. The remaining case is that`is a head. (The line`may be a leg or a complete line.) Assume to the contrary that`is not incident to a purple vertex and so the endpoint(s) of`on bd P lie in the interior of polygon side(s). W.l.o.g., assume that`is vertical, N r 1 tree edges are pinned to the right of`at tree vertices in int P, and N l N r tree edges are pinned to the left of`at tree vertices in int P . Given an endpoint u of`on bd P , de ne e l (u) and e r (u) be the tree edge pinned to the left and right of`at u respectively. De ne e l (u) = ; and e r (u) = ; if the corresponding edges do not exist. Sweep`to the right as long as the tree length does not increase and the length of the intersection of the tree and bd P does not decrease. We can assume that during sweeping, the tree does not overlap more with bd P , the interior of`does not hit bd P , no endpoint of`on bd P becomes incident to a re ex boundary vertex, and no corner-vertex endpoint of`ceases to be a corner-vertex. Otherwise, it contradicts the boundary-length criteria, the purple-degree criteria, or the corner-number criteria. In order that the sweeping stops, e r (a) = ; for an endpoint a of`on bd P as N l N r . Let b be the other endpoint of`. length will not increase and the overlapping with bd P increases (e l (a) lengthens) which contradicts the boundary-length criteria. In the second case, the tree length decreases, contradicting the minimality of tree length. Thus, b must be a degree-2 vertex on bd P as`is not a body. If b is not a terminal, then either e l (b) 6 = ; or e r (b) 6 = ;. If e l (b) 6 = ;, then we sweep`to the left. N l N r ?1 tree edges plus e l (a) and e l (b) shorten while only N r tree edges lengthen. Thus, the tree length decreases, a contradiction. If e r (b) 6 = ;, then we sweep`to the right. The tree length will not increase and the overlapping with bd P will not decrease (e l (a) lengthens while e r (b) shortens), which contradicts that the sweeping of`should have stopped. In all, we conclude that if a is not a terminal, then b must be a terminal with degree 2. If e r (b) = ;, then we know already that N r 1. If e r (b) 6 = ; and e l (b) = ;, then in order that we cannot sweep`further to the right, N l = N r 1. Hence, b satis es the claim.
By the claim, w.l.o.g., let terminal u be the lower endpoint of`, e r (u) = ;, and N r 1. Let u lie in the interior of the polygon side s. Let f be the lowest tree edge pinned to the right and interior of`. Since f is a body, by Lemma 2, the right endpoint of f lies on bd P and let it be y. See Figure 6 for an illustration. The endpoint u is not a purple vertex; otherwise, we have violated the purple-degree criteria as`is assumed not to be incident to a purple vertex before sweeping. To prevent u from being purple, there must be a terminal x on s that lies between u and the right endpoint of s (a boundary vertex), and x lies to the left of y. Since e r (u) = ;, the tree path between x and y does not pass through u. Thus, we can introduce bd x; u] to create a cycle and then remove f to break the cycle. As f is longer than bd x; u], the tree length decreases which is a contradiction. Hence, our initial assumption that`is not incident to a purple vertex is false.
Lemma 5 Each complete line not containing a Steiner vertex in its interior is aligned with some grid line. Each body is aligned with some grid line.
Proof. Let`be a body. By Lemma 2, an endpoint v of`lies on bd P . Assume to the contrary that the lemma is false. Then v is not a terminal or re ex boundary vertex. Also, the degree of v is 3, otherwise, the degree of v is 2 and we can sweep`to shorten the tree edge pinned to`at v, contradicting the minimality of tree length. Since the degree of v is 3, we are able to sweep , while keeping the tree length xed and the length of the intersection of the tree with bd P xed. One of the following events will eventually happen: (1) the tree overlaps itself, (2) the interior of`hits bd P, or (3)`becomes incident to a re ex boundary vertex or a terminal, or (4)`becomes incident to the endpoint, which is a corner-vertex, of the head perpendicular tò . Event (1) contradicts the minimality of tree length. Event (2) contradicts the boundarylength criteria. Event (3) contradicts the purple-degree criteria or the terminal-degree criteria. Event (4) contradicts the corner-number criteria. Similar analysis applies when`is a complete line with no Steiner vertex in its interior.
Corollary 1 A canonical Steiner tree is a subgraph of the grid graph.
Proof. Lemma 5 says that every complete line with no Steiner vertex in its interior and every body is aligned with some grid line. Lemma 4 imply that every complete line with Steiner vertex in its interior and every leg is also aligned with some grid line. This covers all tree edges in int P . Using the grid lines, we can set up the pointers v(x) and h(x) for each grid vertex x on bd P. By scanning the cyclic ordering of grid vertices, we can also set up the pointers g(x), g(x), t(x) and t(x). This takes O(n) time. Now, we compute the purple grid lines and the set P. We rst color all grid lines incident to re ex boundary vertices purple. Then using the above pointers computed for grid vertices on bd P, we apply the de nitions of purple grid lines to identify the remaining purple grid lines.
Then the purple vertices are identi ed as well. Now, by scanning the cyclic ordering of grid vertices again, we can set up the pointers p(x) and p(x) for each grid vertex x on bd P. This takes O(n) time. The set Pis obtained in O(k 2 ) time simply by computing the intersections of all purple grid lines and then taking the union with the purple grid vertices on bd P . 5 Subproblems and summary of the algorithm Consider a Steiner tree T (not necessarily of minimum length) that lies inside P and interconnects any subset of terminals on bd P. We say that T satis es the purple properties if T satis es Lemmas 2, 3, 4, and 5 and T is a subgraph of the grid graph. Results in Section 3 imply that there exists a minimal Steiner tree that satis es the purple properties. (Note that a Steiner tree satisfying the purple properties is not necessarily canonical.) Therefore, we can focus on constructing candidate trees that satisfy the purple properties and pick the minimal one among the candidates.
Subproblem de nitions
We will construct six categories of Steiner trees that interconnect subsets of terminals on bd P and satisfy purple properties. Then we compose trees from appropriate categories to form the minimal Steiner tree desired. Each tree in a category is a Steiner tree of minimum length under the vertex constraints and topology constraints speci c to that category. The six categories are described below. Recall that P is the set of purple vertices on bd P and the intersections of , ad is non-purple and so by the purple properties, no tree edge can be pinned to its interior. In (b), ad is purple and there can be tree edges pinned to its interior. We will present a dynamic programming algorithm to compute the lengths of trees in the above six categories. Standard augmentation techniques can be applied to reconstruct the trees (without sacri cing the asymptotic running time) given the trace of computation. Therefore, we shall just focus on computing the tree lengths in the rest of this paper. The vertex and topology constraints determine the numbers of trees in each category. The notations for tree lengths and the number of trees in each category are tabulated below. Figure 10 shows the dependency which is clearly cycle free. The dependency can be veri ed by studying the computation described in Section 6. show how to obtain the length of the optimal Steiner tree interconnecting all terminals on bd P.
Obtaining the optimal Steiner tree
A useful observation here and in the rest of the paper is that if we hang a Steiner tree at a tree vertex v, then each subtree rooted at a child of v interconnects some interval a; d].
Lemma 6 After processing the intervals in Interval queue, the minimal Steiner tree interconnecting all terminals on bd P can be constructed in O(k 2 n) time.
Proof. Let T be a canonical Steiner tree. Then T can be classi ed as (1) T does not have any tree edge in int P, (2) T contains a complete line, or (3) T contains a corner-vertex. In case (1), jTj = minf jbd P j ? jbd a; t(a)]j : terminal a g. n) time follows. In the proof of Lemma 6, we see that only the tree lengths i( ) and 13 `( ; ) will be useful ultimately. But due to the dependency in computation as shown in last subsection, we have to compute the other tree lengths as well. 
Compute i( a; d])
We establish the following result in this subsection. 
The minimization takes O(n) time.
Case 2 : ad is a non-purple grid line. By de nition of purple grid lines, a and d must lie in the interior of two parallel opposite polygon sides such that g(a) g(d) is also a grid line parallel to ad. By the purple properties, since ad is non-purple, no tree edge is pinned to the interior of ad. Figure 11 (a) or to the left of x in Figure 11(b) . W.l.o.g., we only consider the orientation as shown in Figure 11 . Let s a be the polygon side containing a. The right endpoint of s a must lie to the right of e; otherwise, it would induce a purple vertex on s d between d and v, contradicting that 0 does not contain the Thus, there must be a tree edge in G pinned to the right of e at w, and there is no tree edge in G pinned to the left of e at w as there is no terminal on bd (a; w) to be connected. No tree edge is pinned to the right of e at v, otherwise we can sweep e to the right to reduce the tree length, a contradiction. See Figure 12 (b). Therefore, we can sweep e to the right while preserving the tree length and the purple properties. We sweep e until e becomes incident to a purple vertex or t(a). In the rst case, the modi ed G is the union of the segment p(d) 
We show the following result in this subsection. Figure 13 shows the three possible scenarios.
In Figure 13 
Possibility C : T( a; d]) contains some tree edges in int P but it does not contain any corner. There are two symmetric cases where d is purple or a is purple. We will derive two formulae, formula (7) and formula (8) time. Similar analysis can be applied to the case where a is purple to obtain two formulae symmetric to formulae (7) and (8) 
If xy is non-purple, then xy is`itself and no tree edge is pinned to the interior of xy. Thus, either a = x or a g(a) must be a tree edge by the way we identify`. This implies that in this (9) and (11) and return the minimum. This establishes Lemma 9.
In the following, we analyze the two possibilities that e d exists or not and derive the formulae. 
Summary and Discussion
In Table 1 , the rst column shows the various types of tree lengths computed by our dynamic programming algorithm. The second column shows the total number of tree lengths for each type and the computing time needed per tree length. The time needed to compute each tree length is from the results in Section 6. From Table 1 
